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Abstract
We prove a conjecture by Bravyi on an upper bound on entanglement rates of
local Hamiltonians. We then use this bound to prove the stability of the area
law for the entanglement entropy of quantum spin systems under adiabatic and
quasi-adiabatic evolutions.
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1 Introduction
Since its first appearance in a series of ground breaking papers, entanglement has be-
come one of the defining trademarks of quantum mechanics, appearing ubiquitously,
both at the theoretical and experimental level. The main goal of these first efforts to
describe and understand this phenomenon was to show the incompleteness of the theory
of quantum mechanics. However, entanglement has been experimentally verified and
is nowadays considered an important feature of the theory and a valuable resource in
quantum information and computation protocols. Because of its importance, it is not
surprising that the dynamical properties of entanglement are also of great interest. A
very important aspect of a physical system is the rate at which entanglement is, or can
be created. The first step in many applications, notably in quantum optics, nuclear
magnetic resonance and condensed matter physics, is the creation of entanglement, and
much experimental effort has been devoted to optimise this process.
The entanglement rate is very important from a theoretical viewpoint as well and can
be used in a wide variety of problems, since it is the dynamical version of one of the
most fundamental concepts in quantum information theory, the von Neumann entropy.
Some applications are straightforward [20, 8, 17, 15, 14]. Other applications are more
surprising. For example in quantum computing one is interested in establishing bounds
on the running time and quantum complexity of algorithms. Since these quantum algo-
rithms are based on the phenomenon entanglement, they often generate it themselves
as a by-product. Hence bounding how fast this generation can occur can also establish
lower bounds on the running times of these algorithms [1].
On the other hand, the entanglement generated in a system can also have deleterious
effects. Decoherence [58] is a result of the entanglement between a system and its
environment. This effect is very undesirable in quantum computing, since it destroys
the information stored in a coherent superposition of several qubits. It severely shortens
the time a quantum computer can use to do reliable calculations and makes it hard
to construct robust quantum memories [60]. Bounds on the entanglement generation
therefore also yield bounds on the decoherence time.
In the first part of this paper we answer the following fundamental question about
entanglement dynamics. Given a Hamiltonian interaction between two subsystems A
and B, what is the maximal rate at which the corresponding unitary evolution can
generate entanglement between these subsystems [20, 8, 10]? We provide a tight upper
bound on the maximal entanglement rate in the most general setting.
In the second part of this paper we show that surprisingly, these dynamic properties
also have important consequences for the static entanglement properties of quantum
many-body systems. Indeed, as an application we prove a stability result for the area
law of entanglement entropy. Over the last two decades it has been realized that ground
states of gapped local Hamiltonians have very specific properties. One finds that the
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entanglement entropy of the reduced density matrix of such a ground state of a certain
subregion scales with the size of the boundary of this region, instead of the volume law
scaling of a typical quantum many body state [57, 25, 37]. It is exactly this boundary
scaling that is referred to as the area law [22]. This feature of the entanglement of
ground states provides a new window on these systems that allows for a better under-
standing. Indeed, guided by the area law, efficient tensor network representations of the
ground states of quantum many body systems have been proposed. The link between
the area law and an efficient representation of the ground state was proven rigorously
for one dimensional systems [34, 64, 45]. These insights led to the development of sev-
eral efficient numerical tensor network methods [65]. Moreover, important theoretical
advances, for instance the classification of different quantum phases of matter [13, 59],
were made through the use of these methods.
However, despite its importance, the area law has only been proven for gapped one-
dimensional systems. Our results provide a step in the direction of a general proof for
higher dimensions. The formalism of quasi-adiabatic continuation induces an equiva-
lence relation on the set of ground states of gapped Hamiltonians, these equivalence
classes are commonly referred to as gapped quantum phases. Our bound on the entan-
glement rate allows us to show that for states in the same gapped quantum phase, a
subsystem’s entropy obeys the same scaling law in both states. Hence, the area law is a
property of an entire quantum phase and it suffices to consider one single representative
of a phase and show that it satisfies the area law.
Moreover, the stability of the area law of the entanglement entropy validates the use of
this entropy as a good measure for quantum many body systems. Indeed, the strongest
continuity bound on the entropy is given by the Fannes-Audenaert inequality [24, 2],
which has a volume law scaling in the dimensions of the underlying Hilbert space.
Unfortunately, we seldom know the exact ground state of a quantum many body system,
but instead we have to rely on an approximation, often in the form of a tensor network
state. As the Fannes-Audenaert inequality suggests that the entropy of quantum many
body states is fragile against perturbations, this inequality is too weak to infer features
of the entanglement of the true ground state from the approximation. In contrast, our
result implies that such an inference is possible, the scaling of two states in the same
phase differs at most by the area instead of the volume, hence giving a quantitative
notion of the robustness of the entanglement entropy.
3
2 Mixing and Entanglement Rates
2.1 Small Incremental Mixing
We start our discussion with a property of ensembles of quantum states known as small
incremental mixing (SIM). This property was first conjectured by Bravyi in [10]. Part
of the physical relevance of this property lies in its relation to the small entangling
rate property (SIE), which we introduce in subsection 2.3. We discuss the connection
between SIE and SIM in more detail in subsection 2.4.
The situation we consider is the following. Suppose we have a probabilistic ensemble
of states E . We immediately restrict ourselves for now to the case with only two dif-
ferent states, E “ tpp, ρ1q, p1 ´ p, ρ2qu. The expected state of the system is the convex
combination of both, ρ “ pρ1 ` p1´ pqρ2. Let each state of this system evolve accord-
ing to a different Hamiltonian, H0 and H1. Without loss of generality we can assume
that H1 “ 0 and write H0 “ H. The evolved expected density operator is then given
by
ρptq “ pρ1 ` p1´ pqe´iHtρ2eiHt. (1)
We are interested in the von Neumann entropy of this mixture. It is well known that
the entropy of this state remains bounded from below and from above for any time t.
The precise result is as follows.
Proposition 1. Let E “ tρi, piu be a probabilistic ensemble of states and let each state
evolve according to a different Hamiltonian Hi. Then the entropy of the expected state
satisfies
S ď Spρptqq ď S ` hptpiuq. (2)
Here, S “ ři piSpρiq is the average entropy of the ensemble, which is constant in time,
and hptpiuq is the Shannon entropy of the distribution tpiui. This property is called
small total mixing.
The proof of this proposition relies on well-known properties of the von Neumann en-
tropy. Observe that for 2 states, this proposition implies that the variation of the
entropy goes to zero if p1 or p2 goes to zero, as one expects.
Proof. To prove the lower bound we use the following inequalities,
S “
ÿ
i
piSpρiq “
ÿ
i
piSpρiptqq ď S
˜ÿ
i
piρiptq
¸
“ Spρptqq (3)
where we first used the unitary invariance of the von Neumann entropy and then the
concavity.
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To prove the upper bound we introduce a classical system C and the joint state
ρCQptq “
ÿ
i
pi |iy xi| b ρiptq. (4)
This state is a density operator on the tensor product of a classical system C and the
original Hilbert space. The entropy of this state is given by
SpρCQptqq “ hptpiuq ` S. (5)
We now define the following matrix
Rptq “
¨˚
˝
a
p1ρ1ptqa
p2ρ2ptq
...
‹˛‚. (6)
Both density matrices ρCQptq and ρptq are related to the matrix Rptq. First, we note
that ρCQptq is a pinching of
RptqRptq: “
ÿ
ij
?
pipi |iy xj| b
a
ρiptq
b
ρjptq. (7)
From the concavity of the von Neumann entropy it follows that
SpRptqR:ptqq ď SpρCQptqq. (8)
Second, we have that ρptq “ Rptq:Rptq. Moreover, the non zero part of the spectrum of
RptqR:ptq and Rptq:Rptq are equal. This implies that also the von Neumann entropy of
both operators is equal,
SpRptqR:ptqq “ SpRptq:Rptqq “ Spρptqq. (9)
Combining the relations (8) and (9), we obtain the desired upper bound.
Given Proposition 1 it is natural to consider the immediate change of the entropy
instead of the total change. Bravyi [10] conjectured the following upper bound on this
quantity.
Theorem 1 (SIM). Let E be a probabilistic ensemble of two states, let ρptq :“ p1ρ1 `
p2e
´iHtρ2eiHt be the expected state through time. Then there exists a constant c such
that
ΛpE , Hq :“ dSpρptqq
dt
ˇˇˇˇ
t“0
ď c}H}hptp1, p2uq (10)
independent of the ensemble E and of the details of the Hamiltonian H. This property
is called small incremental mixing (SIM).
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In [10] this conjecture was proven under certain restrictions. The first full proof for
finite Hilbert spaces was given in [63], obtaining c “ 9. A better constant, c “ 2 was
proven in [3], by a completely different method. Numerical analysis suggests that c “ 1
might be the sharpest constant possible. In this paper we prove Theorem 1 in the more
general scenario of infinite dimensional separable Hilbert spaces. We employ the same
method as in [63], with small adaptations that result in an increase of the constant to
c “ 11.
2.2 SIM for Larger Ensembles
Until now we have focused on ensembles consisting of only two states. There are two
reasons for this restriction. First of all, our primary interest is not the mixing rate
but the entangling rate. The latter typically deals with a bipartition of the system,
which corresponds to the mixing rate of just two states. We refer to subsection 2.4 for
a detailed explanation of the relation between SIM and SIE. Second, the general case
can easily be deduced from the case with only two states, and the arguments are much
clearer presented for a small ensemble. For completeness, we discuss the case of general
ensembles in this subsection. We use some results we obtain further on in this paper.
This subsection may be skipped on first reading.
In [48] the following was conjectured with a constant c “ 1 for general probabilistic
ensembles that consist of more than two states.
Theorem 2. For any probabilistic ensemble tppi, ρiqu, an upper bound on the mixing
rate is given by a constant times the Shannon entropy of the distribution tpiu,
ΛpEq :“ max t|ΛpE , Hq| : ´1 ď Hi ď 1, @iu ď ´hptpiuq “ ´c
ÿ
i
pi log pi. (11)
Here c is a constant independent of the ensemble.
Lieb and Vershynina provided an upper bound
ΛpEq ď 2
ÿ
i
ÿ
j‰i
?
pipj (12)
that is rather sharp for large values of the pi but unfortunately fails to capture the
behaviour of the conjectured bound (11) for small values of pi. We give a proof
of this bound with a larger constant that nevertheless does capture the small pi be-
haviour.
Proof. We can obtain an explicit expression of the mixing rate by calculating the deriva-
tive. We find that
ΛpE , Hq “ ´i
ÿ
i
pi Tr pHirρi, log ρsq . (13)
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Assuming that SIM for an ensemble of two states holds, which we prove later on, we
can apply the upper bound given in equation (108) to each term separately. We restate
the bound (108) here for convenience of the reader,
|TrplogpBqrA,Hsq| ď 11p logp1{pq. (14)
The conditions on the operators A,B can be found in the statement of Theorem 4. We
now have that
ΛpE , Hq ď 11
ÿ
i
pi log
1
pi
“ 11hptpiuq. (15)
Using the tighter bound obtained by one of the authors [3], we obtain a constant 4
instead of 11. The constant c “ 4 is only valid for finite dimensional Hilbert spaces.
2.3 Small Incremental Entangling
In this subsection we discuss another property, also first conjectured in [10], and at-
tributed by its author to Kitaev. This property is called small incremental entangling
(SIE) and is physically more relevant than SIM. We consider two parties, Alice and Bob
who both have a Hilbert space, A respectively B, at their disposal. Clearly, an inter-
action Hamiltonian HAB can create or destroy entanglement between the two parties.
We are interested in the maximal rate at which an interaction can change the bipartite
entanglement through time.
Without ancillas, a tight upper bound can easily be proven as was done in [10], or
using different methods in [38]. We consider the more general and interesting case of
ancilla assisted entangling. Apart from the systems A,B, Alice and Bob each have an
ancilla a, b respectively, but the interaction Hamiltonian HAB only acts on the systems
A,B. The initial state |ψ0y of the system aABb is assumed to be pure, hence it stays
pure throughout its evolution. The state |ψ0y can have initial entanglement that can
dramatically change the rate at which entanglement can be created [20]. Given that
we are interested in an upper bound on this rate, independently of the initial state and
its entanglement, we only assume that the initial state is pure. Mathematically, the
quantity we study is given by
ΓpH,ψq “ dSpρaAptqq
dt
ˇˇˇˇ
t“0
(16)
where ρaA is the reduced density matrix of the total state on subsystem aA and
ρaAptq “ TrBb
`
e´iHt |ψ0y xψ0| eiHt
˘
with H “ 1a bHAB b 1b. (17)
In the absence of ancillas, Bravyi proved that
ΓpHq ď c}H} logpdq (18)
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with c a constant and d the smallest of the dimensions of systems A,B. Moreover, he
conjectured that this bound also holds in the presence of ancillas but could not prove it.
Since this problem has significant importance in the optimal creation of entanglement,
it has been studied by several authors. In [20] the optimal initial state to create entan-
glement in the absence of ancillas was identified. Moreover, the authors found that in
general, ancillas can increase the entanglement rate, showing the relevance of the pres-
ence of ancillas. In [14], the asymptotic entanglement rate of interaction Hamiltonians
between two qubit systems was studied in detail. In [66], arbitrary dimensions and an-
cillas were considered with the interaction given by a self-inverse product Hamiltonian.
Under these restrictions, the bound ΓpHq ď β, with β « 1.9123, was obtained. This
result was generalized to arbitrary bipartite product Hamiltonians in [15]. The first
general bound independent of the dimension of the ancillas was proven in [8, bound
4]. For a general Hamiltonian HAB the authors argued that ΓpHq ď cd4}H} with
d “ minpA,Bq and c a constant, independent of the ancillas a, b. The work of Bravyi
[10] implies a refinement, of the form ΓpHq ď 2}H}d2. Finally, the results obtained
in [48] imply a bound of the form ΓpHq ď 4{ lnp2q}H}d, which is still exponentially
weaker than the conjectured bound (18) for large values of d. In this paper we prove
the logarithmic bound (18), see Theorem 3, which is known to be tight.
To motivate the conjectured bound (18) we first prove a simple upper bound on the
total change of the entropy. As in the case of SIM, we can bound the total change of
entanglement throughout time.
Proposition 2. For the system described above, the total change of entanglement
through time is bounded from above by
∆SpρaAptqq ď 2 log d (19)
with d “ mintdimA, dimBu. This property is called small total entangling.
Proof. The proof is based on the following observation [8]. Every non-local unitary gate
UAB can be simulated by first teleporting system A to system B, perform the gate and
teleport A back. The amount of entanglement consumed in such a double teleportation
is exactly 2 logA.
Alternatively, we can give a proof based on the following inequalities. Suppose d “
dimpBq ď dimpAq. Denote by ρaA and ρ˜aA the reduced density matrix of the system
before and after applying the unitary UAB respectively. We have that
|SpρaAq ´ Spρ˜aAq| “ |SpρaAq ´ SpρaABq ` Spρ˜aABq ´ Spρ˜aAq| (20)
ď |SpρaAq ´ SpρaABq| ` |Spρ˜aABq ´ Spρ˜aAq| (21)
ď SpρBq ` Spρ˜Bq (22)
ď 2 logpdq. (23)
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In the second line we used the fact that SpρaABq “ Spρ˜aABq since UAB does not act
on system b. The last inequality follows from the subadditivity of the von Neumann
entropy. The bound (19) is tight, as setting UAB equal to the swap gate shows.
Kitaev proposed a related upper bound on the maximal rate at which the entanglement
can change.
Theorem 3 (SIE). Denote d “ mintdimA, dimBu, then there is a constant c such
that
ΓpH,ψq ď c}H} log d (24)
independently of the dimensions of the ancillas a, b, the initial state |ψy of aABb and the
details of the interaction Hamiltonian H. We call this property small incremental
entangling (SIE).
As it is implied that H is an interaction Hamiltonian only acting on A,B, we dropped
the explicit subscript for clarity. Bravyi proved this upper bound under certain re-
strictions. Using his method, a proof for this conjecture was first obtained in [63]. As
we explain in subsection 2.4, our method gives a constant c that is twice the constant
obtained for the SIM Theorem 1. In this paper we obtain a constant c “ 22. Based on
numerical evidence, we expect c “ 2 to be the optimal value.
Bravyi already showed that the logarithmic scaling in the bound (24) is tight; surpris-
ingly this is already true for systems without ancillas [10].
One can wonder about the importance of using ancillas. As already noted, examples are
known where the use of ancillas allows for a larger entangling rate. Furthermore, several
phenomena have been studied in the literature where local ancillas and some initial
entanglement between a part of the system and an ancilla can have unexpected results.
The well known example of the swap operator illustrates this for the entanglement rate
[8]. If no ancillas are present this operator cannot change the entanglement between A
and B. However, if both A,B have an identical copy as ancilla and we start from the
state |MaAy b |MBby with |My a maximally entangled state, it is clear that the swap
operator creates the maximal amount of entanglement as given in Proposition 2.
There are other manifestations of the importance of ancillas. For example in [19] it
was shown that the mutual information can violate a property called incremental pro-
portionality. In the presence of ancillas it is possible to increase the classical mutual
information between two parties by an arbitrary amount just by sending a single qubit.
In contrast, the mutual information does satisfy a property called total proportionality,
which can be considered the analogue of Proposition 1 and 2. At first sight, there is no
reason to believe the same cannot happen for the von Neumann entropy. Is it possible
to lock entanglement in a state, such that in a short time an interaction can free this
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entanglement and hence allow for an arbitrary change in the entropy? As we shall
prove, this is not the case.
2.4 Relating SIM and SIE
At first sight, SIM and SIE look like two rather unrelated dynamical properties of the
entanglement entropy. In this subsection we show that SIM is actually a stronger ver-
sion of SIE. This connection was made by Bravyi in [10], but for completeness we repeat
his argument here in detail.
To make the connection between the quantities Λ and Γ, we first give explicit ex-
pressions for both. An easy calculation shows that the mixing rate is given by
ΛpE , Hq “ ´ip2 Tr pHrρ2, logpρqsq with ρ :“ p1ρ1 ` p2ρ2. (25)
Similarly we can work out the derivative and obtain an expression for the entangling
rate,
ΓpH,ψq “ ´iTr p1a bHABrρAaB, logpρAaq b 1Bsq . (26)
Without loss of generality we assume that d “ dimB ď dimA. Since the bound in
Theorem 3 only depends on the smallest dimension, we can extend A to a b A, hence
we can assume that dim a “ 1 and reduce the total system to ABb. We now define the
state
τAB “ ρA b 1B
d
(27)
and rewrite
ΓpH,ψq “ ´iTr pHrρAB, log τABsq . (28)
This last expression already starts to look like the mixing rate (25). We continue by
defining a well suited probabilistic ensemble E to complete the reduction of SIE to SIM.
By comparing the equations (25) and (28) it clear that we want τAB to be the expected
state of an ensemble of which ρAB is one of the constituents. The following simple
lemma, taken from [10], shows that such an ensemble exists.
Lemma 1 ([10]). Let ρAB be a mixed state. Then there exists another mixed state µAB
such that
ρA b 1B
d
“ 1
d2
ρAB `
ˆ
1´ 1
d2
˙
µAB. (29)
Proof. Clearly the existence of the state µAB is equivalent to the condition
ρAB ď dpρA b 1Bq.
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Furthermore, since the partial trace is a linear operation, if suffices to consider the case
that ρAB “ |ψy xψ|, a pure state. Define the maximally entangled unnormalized state
|Iy “
dÿ
j“1
|jyA |jyB (30)
with t|jyAu a basis of the Hilbert space A and t|jByu of the Hilbert space B. By the
Schmidt decomposition there exist an operator X and a unitary U such that
|ψy “ X b U |Iy . (31)
Since xI, Iy “ d, we have that |Iy xI| ď d1AB. Conjugating this inequality with X b U
we immediately get
|ψy xψ| ď dpX:X b 1Bq “ dpρA b 1Bq (32)
which finishes the proof.
We can now continue our strategy to show that SIM implies SIE. We define the ensem-
ble
E “
"ˆ
1
d2
, µAB
˙
,
ˆ
1´ 1
d2
, ρAB
˙*
(33)
whose existence is assured by Lemma 1. Indeed, µAB is precisely the state appearing in
that lemma. Moreover, the average state of this ensemble is exactly ρA b 1B{d.
Proposition 3. The small incremental mixing theorem implies the small incremental
entangling theorem.
Proof. Let us assume that SIM is true. We are clearly only interested in the case where
p ď 1{2. To sharpen the constant we assume the conjecture in the following slightly
adapted form,
Λptp, 1´ pu, Hq ď ´cp logppq}H}. (34)
This inequality is clearly equivalent with the SIM conjecture, apart from a possible
modification of the constant. We use inequality (34) because it allows for the smallest
constant prefactor.
Inequality (34) gives for the ensemble E that
ΛpE , Hq ď 2
d2
logpdq}H} (35)
with H :“ HAB the Hamiltonian from (28). Using (25) we can write the expression for
Λ as
ΛpE , Hq “ ´i 1
d2
Tr pHrρAB, log τABsq . (36)
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We combine equation (35) and (36) and find that
´ iTr pHrρAB, log τABsq ď 2c logpdq}H}. (37)
Comparing the expression on the left hand side with (28) we find that
ΓpH,ψq ď 2c logpdq}H}. (38)
Hence, we can conclude that SIM with a constant c implies SIE with a constant 2c.
It remains to show the validity of the SIM conjecture, in the form of the inequality (25)
or (34).
3 A Trace Norm Inequality for Commutators
In this section we discuss Theorem 4, which was first conjectured in [10]. From ex-
pression (25) it is clear that the statement of this theorem is equivalent with the small
incremental mixing property, Theorem 1. For the sake of clarity, we state it as an in-
dependent result that may be of interest in matrix analysis. Therefore, we prove this
result in the more general case of separable Hilbert spaces, although for the physically
relevant spin systems, it suffices to deal with finite dimensional Hilbert spaces.
Theorem 4. Let A,B be positive trace class operators on a separable Hilbert space H,
such that A ď B, TrpAq “ p P r0, 1s, TrpBq “ 1. Then there is a constant c such that
}rA, logBs}1 ď c hppq. (39)
As noted in [4], the more general case without extra restrictions on TrpAq,TrpBq can
easily be reduced to the inequality (39). Recently a proof yielding c “ 9 was obtained
in [63] for H finite dimensional and a completely different proof, based on the continuity
properties of the quantum skew divergence, was given in [3]. The latter proof gives a
constant c “ 2. The proof given here is a generalisation of the method in [63] and gives
a constant c “ 11. The increase of the constant from 9 to 11 is entirely due to the use of
infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces. We remark that numerical evidence suggests that
c “ 1 is in fact the best possible constant.
To be complete we mention the following conjecture, which is a natural generalisation
of Theorem 4.
Conjecture 1 ([4]). Let A and B be positive semidefinite dˆd matrices with TrA “ a
and TrB “ b. For certain functions f : R Ñ R (still to be determined), there exists a
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constant c, independent of d such that
}rB, fpA`Bqs}1 ď c pF pa` bq ´ F paq ´ F pbqq , (40)
with F pxq “ şx
0
fpyqdy.
Theorem 4 concludes the proof of Theorem 1 (SIM). It also finishes the argument given
in section 2.4, hence the proof of Theorem 3 (SIE).
We now give the proof of Theorem 4 in the next two subsections. Both can be skipped
entirely by readers only interested in the result and the applications. For clarity, we
start with some minor lemmas that allow us to deal with a very simplified version of the
problem. The idea of the full proof is to reduce the problem to this simplified case.
3.1 Some Technical Lemmas
We start with some lemmas that can be used to treat the case TrpAq ď λminpBq. This
makes the extra constraint A ď B redundant.
Lemma 2. Suppose A is a positive trace class operator and B is a positive operator
such that specB Ă rbL, bU s. We have that
}rA, logBs}1 ď 2 TrA log
ˆ
bU
bL
˙
. (41)
Proof. We have that
}rA, logBs}1 “ }rA, logB ´ log bL1s}1 (42)
ď 2}AplogB ´ log bL1q}1 (43)
ď 2}A}1} logB ´ log bL1}op (44)
“ 2 TrpAqplog bU ´ log bLq. (45)
In the first line we use the invariance of a commutator under adding a scalar operator to
one of the arguments. The second and third line follow from the triangle and Ho¨lder’s
inequality. In the last line we use the positivity of A and the restriction on specpBq.
Since we want to obtain a proof for a constant c as small as possible, we give a stronger
statement that removes the factor 2. The proof is analogous but uses a commutator
inequality for positive operators by Kittaneh [42] instead of the triangle inequality.
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Lemma 3. Suppose A is a positive trace class operator and B is a positive operator
such that specB Ă rbL, bU s. We have that
}rA, logBs}1 ď log
ˆ
bU
bL
˙
TrA.
Our general strategy is to reduce the general case to the case where we can use Lemma
3 and bound the remaining cases with a Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. We use similar
ideas as in [63]. The main difference with the finite dimensional case is that we need
the following theorem by Kittaneh [43].
Lemma 4 ([43]). Let A,B be bounded self-adjoint operators such that specpAq Ă
raL, aU s and specpBq Ă rbL, bU s. Then, for every operator X and every unitarily invari-
ant norm ~.~ we have that
~AX ´XB~ ď maxpaU ´ bL, bU ´ aLq~X~. (46)
For completeness we reproduce the short proof.
Proof. We introduce the notation
aM “ aL ` aU
2
and bM “ bL ` bU
2
. (47)
Then we have that
~AX ´XB~ “ ~pA´ aMqX ´XpB ´ bMq ` paM ´ bMqX~ (48)
ď p}A´ aM} ` }B ´ bM} ` |aM ´ bM |q ~X~ (49)
“ ppaU ´ aMq ` pbU ´ bMq ` |aM ´ bM |q ~X~ (50)
“ maxpaU ´ bL, bU ´ aLq~X~. (51)
We need a last technical lemma that is a matrix version of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequal-
ity.
Lemma 5. Let
À
k Sk,
À
k Tk be block diagonal Hilbert Schmidt operators. Then, the
following holds,
ÿ
k
|TrpSkTkq| ď
˜ÿ
k
}Sk}22
¸1{2 ˜ÿ
k
}Tk}22
¸1{2
. (52)
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Proof. The proof is immediate,
ÿ
k
|TrpSkTkq| “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇTrà
k
Sk
à
k
Tk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ (53)
ď
›››››à
k
Sk
›››››
2
›››››à
k
Tk
›››››
2
(54)
“
˜ÿ
k
}Sk}22
¸1{2 ˜ÿ
k
}Tk}22
¸1{2
. (55)
We use Lemma 5 to replace the Cauchy-Schwarz argument used on the matrix elements
in the finite dimensional case [63].
3.2 Proof of Theorem 4
After the previous technical intermission, we return to the main subject of this section,
the proof of the matrix inequality (39).
Proof. To prove Theorem 4 we first fix TrpAq “ p P p0, 1q and partition the spectrum
of B in countably many subsets related to this value p. To be specific, consider the
intervals Ik “
“
pk`1, pk
˘
for all k P N. Notice that we can always restrict the Hilbert
space to the support of B. Furthermore, since B is positive and has trace equal to 1, 1
itself cannot be in the spectrum of B. Hence the union of these intervals Ik ultimately
contains the entire spectrum of B. Of course, some Ik may be empty; let K Ă N be the
set of integers k for which specpBq X Ik ‰ H.
We now use the orthonormal basis consisting of eigenvectors of B and the spectral
partitioning tIkukPK to decompose the Hilbert space H. Let Hk be the subspace of H
spanned by the eigenvectors of B that correspond to eigenvalues in Ik. This induces a
direct sum decomposition
H “ à
kPK
Hk. (56)
By definition of the direct summands, the operator B also decomposes as a block
diagonal operator
B “ à
kPK
Bk (57)
where each of the operators Bk only acts on Hk. We now introduce the resolution of
the identity related to this decomposition. Let tPkukPK be the complete set of mutually
orthogonal projectors such that Pk : HÑ Hk is the projector onto Hk and řkPK Pk “ 1
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with 1 the identity operator on the full Hilbert spaceH. By definition of these projectors
we have that PkBPl “ Bkδkl. The reason for this decomposition is that the spectrum
of the restricted operators Bk is bounded from below and above as spec pBkq Ă Ik.
We now use the following variational characterization of the trace norm for a self-adjoint
trace class operator O,
}O}1 “ max´1ďHď1TrpHOq. (58)
We have that
}rA, logBs}1 “ }irA, logBs}1 (59)
“ max´1ďHď1 iTrprA, logBsHq (60)
“ max´1ďHď1 iTrplogBrA,Hsq. (61)
Take a random H, it suffices to prove that
W :“ iTr plogpBqrA,Hsq ď chppq. (62)
We now write W as a sum of several terms, where each term has contributions based
on the partitioning of H introduced above. Let us define
Akl :“ PkAPl, Hlk :“ PlHPk (63)
and
Wkl :“ iTr plogpBkqAklHlk ´HlkAkl logpBlqq . (64)
This notation allows us to write
W “ iTr
˜
logB
˜ÿ
k
Pk
¸
A
˜ÿ
l
Pl
¸
H ´ logB
˜ÿ
l
Pl
¸
H
˜ÿ
k
Pk
¸
A
¸
“
ÿ
k,lPK
Wkl.
(65)
We continue the strategy of expressing everything in the basis of B. Since 0 ď A ď B
there exists an 0 ď X ď 1 such that
A “ B1{2XB1{2. (66)
This implies that Akl “ B1{2k XklB1{2l with Xkl “ PkXPl.
We now introduce the central idea to bound W . We make a distinction between couples
of parts of the spectrum k, l which are close together, i.e. in the same or neighbouring
intervals Ik, Il, and those which are far from each other. More specifically, we split the
sum as
W “
ÿ
k,lPK,|k´l|ă2
Wkllooooooomooooooon
W 1
`
ÿ
k,lPK,|k´l|ě2
Wkllooooooomooooooon
W 2
. (67)
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The first sum contains the contributions of pairs of eigenvalues close to each other, while
the second contains those of further separated pairs. The logic behind the particular
rearrangement (67) is that the terms in the first sum are the terms that can be bounded
using Lemma 3. The terms in the second sum, W 2, are precisely those that can be
bounded using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. We proceed by bounding the latter
terms, W 2. The general case considered here requires a bit more care than the finite
dimensional case [63]. This causes an increase of the constant c from 9 to 11.
We introduce some extra operators to lighten the notation. Let
Zkl “ B1{2k Xkl, Ykl “ XklB1{2l “ B´1{2k ZklB1{2l . (68)
We only consider the indices pk, lq such that l ą k ` 1, call this set I. We now have
that
W 2 :“
ÿ
pk,lqPI
pWkl `Wlkq. (69)
From Lemma 5 it follows that
W 2 ď 2
ÿ
pk,lqPI
|Wkl| (70)
“ 2
ÿ
pk,lqPI
ˇˇˇ
Tr
´
logpBkqB1{2k XklB1{2l Hlk ´HlkB1{2k XklB1{2l logpBlq
¯ˇˇˇ
(71)
“ 2
ÿ
pk,lqPI
ˇˇˇ
Tr
”
plogpBkqYkl ´ Ykl logpBlqq
´
HlkB
1{2
k
¯ıˇˇˇ
(72)
ď 2
¨˝ ÿ
pk,lqPI
}logpBkqYkl ´ Ykl logpBlq}22‚˛
1{2 ¨˝ ÿ
pk,lqPI
›››HlkB1{2k ›››2
2
‚˛1{2 . (73)
Recall that by definition, pk`1 ď Bk ď pk for all k P K. We find the following inequality
}Ykl}2 ď }B´1{2k }}Zkl}2}B1{2l } ď
a
pl{pk`1}Zkl}2. (74)
By Lemma 4 we have that,
} logpBkqYkl ´ Ykl logpBlq}2 ď max
`
logppk{pl`1q, logppl{pk`1q˘ }Ykl}2 (75)
ď max `logp1{pl´k`1q, logppl´k´1q˘apl´k´1}Zkl}2. (76)
Since we only sum over indices pk, lq P I for which l ą k`1, we have that pl ă pk`1, 1 ď
1{pl´k`1 and pl´k´1 ď 1. Thus, we can bound the prefactor in the previous inequality
as
max
`| logp1{pl´k`1q|, | logppl´k´1|˘qapl´k´1 “ logp1{pl´k`1qapl´k´1 (77)
“ l ´ k ` 1
l ´ k ´ 1 logp1{p
l´k´1q
a
pl´k´1 (78)
ď 3 logp1{pl´k´1q
a
pl´k´1. (79)
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Due to the slightly different Cauchy-Schwarz argument, here a factor 3 appears, which
differs from the finite dimensional case and results in a bigger constant c “ 11.
To bound the contributions of the form logp1{xq?x we consider the function
x ÞÑ logp1{xqapxq,
which is monotonously increasing on the interval r0, e´2s and attains its maximum value,
2e´1 at xmax “ e´2. Since l ´ k ´ 1 ě 1, we have that
logp1{pl´k´1q
a
pl´k´1 ď fppq (80)
with the function f defined as
fppq :“
#
logp1{pqappq if 0 ă p ď e´2
2e´1 otherwise.
(81)
For applications, we are mainly interested in the regime p ! 1, since 1{p corresponds to
dimpBq2, the dimension of the Hilbert space. Moreover for large p, better bounds can
be established [48] that do not suffer from a relatively large constant prefactor. Clearly,
it is the first case in the definition of f that is important.
We now bound the contribution of W 2. By the previous observations, we have that
W 2 ď 6fppq
¨˝ ÿ
pk,lqPI
}Zkl}22‚˛
1{2 ¨˝ ÿ
pk,lqPI
}HlkB1{2k }22‚˛
1{2
. (82)
Now the initial condition 0 ď A ď B gives that 0 ď X ď 1, which immediately implies
that 0 ď X2 ď X. Therefore, we have thatÿ
lPL
XklpXklq: ď Xkk
for any possible index set L Ă K. We now have thatÿ
pk,lqPI
}Zkl}22 “
ÿ
pk,lqPI
Tr
´
X:klBkXkl
¯
(83)
ď
ÿ
kPK
TrpBkXkkq (84)
“
ÿ
kPK
TrAkk “ TrA “ p. (85)
We continue in the same fashion to bound the final factor. As we considered normalised
interactions, we have that }H} “ 1 and 0 ď H2 ď 1. Therefore,ÿ
lPL
H:lkHlk ď 1 (86)
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for every set L Ă K. Hence we find thatÿ
pk,lqPI
}HlkB1{2k }22 “
ÿ
pk,lqPI
Tr
´
H:lkHlkBk
¯
(87)
ď
ÿ
kPK
TrBk “ TrB “ 1. (88)
Combining these estimates, we find that
|W 2| ď 6fppq?p. (89)
We now bound the first part of the sum (67), W 1. These are actually the easy terms
that can be treated as the case in Lemmas 2,3. We first need to split up the first term
W 1 even more. Define the set
K 1 “ tk | k, k ` 1 P Ku (90)
and
Vk :“
#
Wk,k `Wk,k`1 `Wk`1,k `Wk`1,k`1 if k P K 1
Wk,k if k P KzK 1. (91)
We can now rewrite the first term as
W 1 “ V ´ V 1 “
ÿ
kPK
Vk ´
ÿ
kPK1
Wk`1,k`1. (92)
Here we introduce an extra term V 1 “ řkPK1Wk`1,k`1 to compensate the double count-
ing of some of the diagonal elements Wk,k. We have obtained the finale decomposition
of W “ V ´ V 1 `W 2. By the triangle inequality,
W ď |V | ` |V 1| ` |W 2| (93)
and since we already obtained a bound on W 2, it suffices to bound the first two terms
separately.
We first deal with the term |V |. Once again, we first introduce some notation. Let
us define the projector
Qk :“
#
Pk ‘ Pk`1 if k P K 1
Pk if k P KzK 1. (94)
Now we define
B˜k “ QkBQk, A˜kl “ QkAQl, H˜kl “ QkHQl. (95)
Since pk`2 ď B˜k ď pk, we still have good bounds on the spectrum of B˜kk, although
slightly weaker than in the case of the operator Bkk. We now write the contribution of
Vk as
Vk “ iTr
´
log B˜kA˜k,kH˜k,k ´ H˜k,kA˜k,k log B˜k
¯
(96)
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independently of k P K 1 or not, which was the motivation behind the introduction of
the projectors Qk. Since }H} ď 1, we have for all k that }H˜k,k} ď 1. Hence,
Vk ď }rlog B˜k, A˜k,ks}1. (97)
We now apply Lemma 3 and pk`2 ď B˜k ď pk to conclude that
Vk ď Tr
´
A˜k,k
¯
log
ˆ
1
p2
˙
. (98)
To bound the contribution of |V | we sum over all k and since all terms are positive, we
find that
V ď log
ˆ
1
p2
˙ ÿ
kPK
Tr A˜k,k (99)
ď log
ˆ
1
p2
˙
2
ÿ
kPK
TrAk,k (100)
“ 4p log
ˆ
1
p
˙
. (101)
The extra factor 2 in the second line appears because of the double counting of some
of the diagonal elements, i.e. when k P K 1.
With a similar reasoning we can bound the contribution of |V 1|. We have that
Wk,k ď }rlogBk, Ak,ks}1 ď Tr pAk,kq log
ˆ
1
p
˙
. (102)
We can now sum over k P K 1 and obtain
V 1 ď log
ˆ
1
p
˙ ÿ
kPK1
TrAk`1,k`1 (103)
ď log
ˆ
1
p
˙ ÿ
kPK
TrAk,k (104)
“ log
ˆ
1
p
˙
TrA (105)
“ p log
ˆ
1
p
˙
. (106)
We obtained the final upper bound on |W |. Indeed, putting all obtained upper bounds
(93), (89), (101), (106) together, we find that
|W | ď 6?pfppq ` 5p logp1{pq. (107)
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As claimed, for p ď e´2, which is the regime of interest, we find that
|W | ď 11p logp1{pq. (108)
More generally, for p ď 1{2 one can easily show that the bound (107) is itself smaller
than 11hppq which proves Theorem 4 for p ď 1{2 and with c “ 11.
We can transform the case 1{2 ď p ă 1 to the discussed case 0 ă p ď 1{2 by us-
ing the substitution A ÞÑ B ´ A and using the fact that TrpB ´ Aq “ 1 ´ p and
rA, logpBqs “ ´rB ´ A, logpBqs. Hence, the claim holds for all p P r0, 1s.
4 The Stability of the Area Law in a Gapped Phase
In this section we deal with quantum spin systems. Let us introduce these systems
in more detail. A quantum spin system is defined on an underlying set of vertices
L, commonly referred to as sites. The set of vertices L is referred to as lattice. For
simplicity we restrict ourselves in this paper mainly to finite subsets L “ ZνL of the
ν-dimensional integer lattice Zν , ν P N. The sites v can be denoted by their coordinates
v “ pv1, . . . , vνq. As the notation ZνL suggests, we assume periodic boundary conditions,
hence L has the structure of a ν-dimensional torus. Given such a subset, we obtain a
quantum spin system by attaching to every vertex v P L a d-dimensional Hilbert space
Hv – Cd. The restriction to isomorphic Hilbert spaces can be removed, although a
uniform upper bound on the local dimension is required for some of the arguments.
The Hilbert space HL of the lattice L is defined as
HL “
â
vPL
Hv. (109)
We need a metric on the set L. There are a few natural and equivalent metrics one
can equip L Ă Zν with, like the Manhattan metric or the shortest path metric. In this
paper, we use the shortest path metric. We denote the shortest path distance between
two points x, y P L as dpx, yq. Other metrics are denoted by dpx, yq.
Definition 1. Let x, y P L and denote the coordinates of x by px1, . . . , xνq and of y by
py1, . . . , yνq. Then, the shortest path distance dpx, yq is defined as
dpx, yq “
νÿ
i“1
min
nPN |xi ´ yi ` nL| . (110)
The distance between two subsets X, Y Ă L is defined as dpX, Y q “ minxPX,yPY dpx, yq.
The diameter of a subset X Ă L is defined as diampXq “ maxx1,x2PX dpx1, x2q. The
ball centred at v0 P L with radius r is defined as Brpv0q “ tw P L | dpv0, wq ď ru.
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Given a metric, we can define the boundary of a given subset V Ă L and the area of
the boundary between two subsets.
Definition 2. The neighbourhood Npvq of a site v P L is defined as
Npvq “ tw P L | dpv, wq “ 1u. (111)
The boundary BV of a subset V Ă L is defined as the points of V that have a neighbour
not in V ,
BV “ tv P V |Npvq X pLzVq ‰ Hu. (112)
Let B1,B2 be a bipartition of L, L “ B1 ŮB2. The size A of the area of the boundary
of this bipartition is defined as A “ maxp|BB1|, |BB2|q.
Remark 1. We can consider more general lattices and different metrics. The most
important property we need for the lattice and the metric is that the volume of a ball
with radius r does not increase too fast as r increases. More precisely, we require the
existence of a polynomial P prq such that
max
vPL |Brpvq| ď P prq. (113)
Clearly, L “ ZνL equipped with the metric of Definition 1 satisfies (113) with P prq “
p2rqν .
Although we only consider finite sets, quantum spin systems can be rigorously defined
and used in the thermodynamic limit. For infinite systems non-trivial conditions on the
lattice and the metric are needed to use a similar formalism as in finite Hilbert spaces;
see [9] for more details. These conditions are all satisfied for Zν equipped with the
metric d. To work in the thermodynamic limit, one considers the relevant algebra of
observables. For finite lattices the approach based on Hilbert spaces and on the algebra
of observables are equivalent. The algebra of observables associated to a given site v P L
is given by Av :“ BpHvq –MdpCq. The algebra of observables of the entire lattice L is
given by
AL “
â
vPL
Av. (114)
The support supppAq of an operator A P AL is defined as the smallest set of sites on
which A acts non trivially. If supppAq “ V Ă L, then A P AV :“ÂvPV Av.
It is often useful to define an potential Φ that generates the Hamiltonian H of a quantum
spin system. This is especially convenient if we want to consider the same type of
interaction on lattices L of different sizes, or to rigorously study quantum spin systems
in the thermodynamic limit [9]. Given a lattice, a potential is a map Φ from the finite
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subsets V of this lattice to the operator algebra, Φ : V ÞÑ ΦpVq P AV such that ΦpVq is
Hermitian for all finite V . The Hamiltonian of H on L is then defined as
H “
ÿ
VĂL
ΦpVq. (115)
If we define a potential Φ on Zν , we can use it to generate Hamiltonians HL for all
lattices L Ă Zν .
Since L has periodic boundary conditions, there exist well defined shift operators Tk that
map Apv1,...,vk,...,vνq to Apv1,...,vk`1,...,vνq for every direction k P t1, . . . , νu. We use these
elementary shift operators to define the operator T~e for every direction ~e P Zν .
We now turn our attention to the interactions on quantum spin systems. We need several
restrictions on the type of interactions we consider. Most importantly, we require inter-
actions to be local. For several applications a gap between the lowest eigenvalues and
the rest of the spectrum is also required. We now define these notions rigorously.
Definition 3. Suppose we have a quantum spin system defined on a lattice L. A
strictly local, bounded Hamiltonian H with range R is a Hamiltonian that can be
written as a sum of terms hv with v P L, where each term hv only acts non-trivially on
sites w P BRpvq for a fixed, finite R ě 0. Moreover, we require that the norm of the
local terms hv is uniformly bounded by a constant C:
H “
ÿ
vPL
hv, suppphvq Ă BRpvq, }hv} ď C. (116)
A Hamiltonian is quasi-local with decay function f if it can be written as
H “
ÿ
vPL
ÿ
rPN
hvprq, suppphvprqq Ă Brpvq, }hvprq} ď fprq. (117)
If we do not specify the decay function f , we assume that f decreases super-polynomially
in r. We call a unitary local or quasi-local if it is generated by a local or quasi-
local Hamiltonian respectively. A local or quasi-local potential is one that generates
local or quasi-local Hamiltonians. A potential Φ is called translation invariant if
T~eΦpN qT :~e “ ΦpV ` ~eq for all subsets V Ă L and all directions ~e P Zν . Here we use the
notation V ` ~e “ tv P L | v ´ ~e P Vu.
Given a translation invariant potential Φ on the lattice Zν , we can use it to obtain
Hamiltonians HL for all lattices L “ ZνL for all values of L. These Hamiltonians are
itself translation invariant and can be decomposed as HL “ řvPL hv with T~ehvT :~e “ hv`~e
for all sites v P L and all directions ~e P Zν .
Next, we define the notion of a gapped Hamiltonian. Thereto, we need to consider
the same interaction on lattices L of increasing size. Hence, it is natural to consider
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translation invariant Hamiltonians. Indeed, translation invariant Hamiltonians can nat-
urally be defined on lattices L “ ZνL for all sizes L. Indeed, we can define a translation
invariant potential Φ on the infinite lattice Zν . We can now look at the behaviour of the
sequence of Hamiltonians HL :“ řVĂL ΦpVq defined on lattices L “ ZνL of increasing
size L.
Definition 4. Let Φ be a potential on Zν and denote by HL the translation invariant
Hamiltonians generated by Φ defined on the Hilbert space associated with the lattice
ZνL for all values of L. Then we call the Hamiltonians HL and the interaction Φ gapped
with ground state degeneracy q if the following two conditions are satisfied. First, the
ground state of HL is q-fold degenerate if there is a constant q P N such that the q
lowest eigenvalues E0,1pLq, . . . , E0,qpLq of HL satisfy
δE “ max
k,k1
|E0,kpLq ´ E0,k1pLq| Ñ 0 as LÑ 8. (118)
Second, the distance between the ground state sector E0,1, . . . , E0,q and the rest of the
spectrum is larger than a positive constant ∆ which is independent of L. The constant
∆ is called the spectral gap.
Given the lattice L equipped with the metric d and a strictly local Hamiltonian H, one
can prove that the time evolution of a strictly local observable A under the evolution
generated by H is still approximately local after a finite time t. We need this property
in subsection 4.2. The property is reminiscent of the concept of strict light cones in
relativistic theories. The precise statement is given below in Theorem 5. We discuss
it in a general setting since this allows us to apply our results to other quantum spin
systems than L equipped with the metric d.
For local or quasi-local interactions with exponential decay function on graphs L Ă Zν
the following important theorem holds [47].
Theorem 5 (Lieb-Robinson). Let L be a lattice equipped with a metric d and a potential
Φ. Suppose that for all sites v P L, the following holds:ÿ
VQv
}ΦpVq}|V | exppµ diampVqq ď s ă 8. (119)
for some positive constant µ, s. Take a finite subset W Ă L and let H be the Hamiltonian
generated by Φ on W. Let AX , BY be local operators supported on disjoint finite sets
X, Y ĂW, respectively. Denote the time evolution of A by τHt pAq :“ e´iHtAeiHt. Then,
}rτHt pAXq, BY s} ď 2}AX}}BY }|X| expp2s|t| ´ µdpX, Y qq. (120)
This theorem quantifies the speed at which information can propagate through the
system [12]. The effective speed is given by 2s{µ. Clearly, the quantum spin system
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defined by L “ ZνL equipped with the metric d and a strictly local Hamiltonian satisfies
the conditions in Theorem 5. Theorem 5 can be used to prove the existence of dynamics
associated with a potential Φ in the thermodynamic limit [9, 51, 53, 52].
It turns out that Theorem 5 also holds for more general quasi-local interactions H on
more general lattices [47, 35, 54]. We state the extended theorem since we need it to
generalise our results to a broader family of quantum spin systems.
Theorem 6. Let L be a lattice equipped with a metric d and Φ a potential. Suppose
there exists a positive real function K such that for all v, w P L we haveÿ
xPL
Kpdpv, xqqKpdpx,wqq ď λKpdpv, wqq (121)
for some constant λ. Furthermore, suppose that for all v, w P L,ÿ
VQv,w
}ΦpVq} ď Kpdpv, wqq (122)
for V a finite subset of L. Take a finite subset W Ă L and let H be the Hamiltonian
generated by Φ on W. Let AX , BY be local operators supported on disjoint finite sets
X, Y ĂW, respectively. Then,
}rτHt pAXq, BY s} ď 2}AX}}BY }|X||Y |KpdpX, Y qqexpp2λ|t|qλ . (123)
Functions K that satisfy inequality (121) are called reproducing and where introduced
in [31]. For L “ ZνL equipped with the shortest distance metric d, Kprq “ r´a is repro-
ducing for sufficiently large a. The exponential function Kprq “ e´r is not reproducing,
but Kprq “ e´rr´a is reproducing for a large enough. Hence, an exponential with a
smaller decay is reproducing. In the literature [32, 30, 54, 51], small adaptations of
Theorem 6 appear. Most notably, with slightly different conditions on the functions K,
the upper bound can depend on minp|X|, |Y |q instead of on the product |X||Y |. These
differences are not important for the remainder of this paper.
Definition 5. Suppose we have a quantum spin system on a lattice L equipped with
a metric d and let Φ be a potential on L. We call such a system LR-local with decay
function K if K satisfies the conditions in Theorem 6, which implies that inequality
(123) holds for all Hamiltonians HW generated by Φ on finite subsets W Ă L. We only
consider the case where K decreases at least super-polynomially in r and we refer to
such systems simply as LR-local.
Remark 2. There is a close connection between the notions of quasi-locality and LR-
locality. Indeed, suppose we have a lattice L equipped with a metric d such that the
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volume of balls with radius r only increases polynomially in r. This requirement was
discussed in Remark 1. Suppose that Φ is a potential such that the system is LR-local
with a super-polynomial decay function K. Let H “ řvřr hvprq be the Hamiltonian
generated by Φ on some finite subset W Ă L. Then we have for a fixed v PW that›››››ÿ
rąR
hvprq
››››› ď ÿ
w:dpw,vqąR
ÿ
VQw,v
}ΦpVq} ď
ÿ
rąR
|Bvprq|Kprq. (124)
Here, the summations are restricted to sites w P W and V Ă W . Since K decays
super-polynomially and |Bvprq| only increases polynomially in r, this last summation
still decays super-polynomially in r with decay function K˜. We see that the LR-locality
of this system implies that the Hamiltonian itself is quasi-local. In many applications
the decay functions K, K˜ will be very similar [31]. Without loss of generality we will
assume that they are equal and use the notation K. This can be achieved by using
a decay function that dominates both K, K˜. Clearly, strictly local Hamiltonians are
always LR-local.
4.1 Entanglement Generation in Quantum Spin Systems
We first give a very simple application of the SIE bound (24) as an introduction to
the main application and as a demonstration of the importance of the logarithmic
dependence of this upper bound. We consider the lattice L “ Zν equipped with the
metric d and a quasi-local, translation invariant Hamiltonian H. For this application
we only need the property discussed in Remark 1 and the quasi-local properties of H,
the LR-locality of this system is not needed. The restriction to translation invariant
interactions can be removed, especially when considering more general lattices. .
We first define the following quantities. Let mpvq “ dpv, BB1q for v P B2 and mpvq “
dpv, BB2q for v P B1 and let Mprq “ tv P L |mpvq ď ru. This last set contains exactly
the sites of the lattice whose distance to the boundary between B1 and B2 is at most r.
It clear that Mprq ď řvPBB1 |Brpvq| `řvPBB2 |Brpvq|. Hence for Zν equipped with the
metric d, it holds that Mprq ď 2Ap2rqν . More generally, we can prove the following
proposition if Mprq ď cArµ for constants c ą 0 and µ ě 0. The existence of such
constants is clear for all lattices that satisfy the condition in Remark 1.
Proposition 4. Consider the lattice Zν equipped with the metric d and let each site
support a Hilbert space of dimension d. Let Φ be a translation invariant potential that
generates a quasi-local Hamiltonian HL on the lattice L “ ZνL for all L with decay
function f that decreases faster than r´p2ν`1`δq for a δ ą 0. Take L “ ZνL for a fixed
L and consider a bipartition B1,B2 of the system. Denote the size of the area of the
boundary between B1 and B2 by A. Then the entanglement rate of H relative to this
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bipartition satisfies an area law, ˇˇˇˇ
dSB1psq
ds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď CA (125)
with C a constant that depends on the details of the lattice, the metric and the Hamil-
tonian, but, importantly, not on the lattice size L.
Proof. By definition H can be decomposed as
H “
ÿ
vPL
ÿ
rPN
hvprq with }hvprq} ď fprq. (126)
Let us assume the system is in a pure state |ψy and denote ρB1 “ TrB2 |ψy xψ|. By
definition, the rate at which the Hamiltonian H creates entanglement between B1 and
B2 is given by
dSB1psq
ds
“ i
ÿ
vPL
ÿ
rPN
Tr phvprqr|ψy xψ| , log ρB1 b 1B2sq . (127)
It is clear that operators hvprq that only act within B1 or B2 do not contribute to this
rate. Indeed, suppose h only acts within B2, then rρB1 , hs “ 0. It follows immediately
that
Tr phr|ψy xψ| , log ρB1 b 1B2sq “ 0 (128)
using the cyclicity of the trace. If h only acts on B1, similar arguments allow us to
conclude the contribution of h to the sum (127) vanishes. Indeed, if h is only supported
on B1 we have that
Tr phr|ψy xψ| , log ρB1 b 1B2sq “ TrR phrρB1 , log ρB1sq “ 0. (129)
Therefore we can restrict the summation over v. We are interested in interaction terms
hvprq whose range r is larger than the distance of the site v to the boundary of the
bipartition. We have thatˇˇˇˇ
dSB1psq
ds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
vPL
ÿ
rěmpvq
|Tr phvprqr|ψy xψ| , log ρB1 b 1B2sq| . (130)
ď
ÿ
rPN
ÿ
vPL:mpvqďr
|Tr phvprqr|ψy xψ| , log ρB1 b 1B2sq| (131)
ď
ÿ
rPN
|Mprq| `log `dp2rqν˘ }hprq}˘ (132)
ď 2ν`1c logpdqA
ÿ
r
r2ν}hprq}. (133)
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In the first step we use the triangle inequality and restrict the summation to terms that
contribute a non-zero value. In the second step, we change the order of the summations.
In the third step we use Theorem 3 and the fact that the support of hprq only grows
like a polynomial in r as stated in Remark 1. We use the polynomial P prq “ p2rqν , but
clearly the specific choice of the polynomial will only influence the constant prefactor.
In the last step, we use the assumption on the increase of Mprq. Clearly the condition
on the decay of }hprq} assures that the last summation over r converges.
This proposition is most interesting when the geometry of the bipartition of L in subsets
B1,B2 is not too complicated. Indeed, for complicated bipartitions, the size of the area
might be of the same order as the volume, Lν . For more regular bipartitions, like
a rectangular subset, the size of the boundary is typically only of the order Lν´1.
Moreover, for such cases Mprq typically only grows as r.
For strictly local Hamiltonians, or interactions with rapid exponential decay, the previ-
ously obtained bounds on the entanglement rate with a polynomial dependence on the
dimension of the Hilbert spaces were good enough to obtain a similar result [12] and
prove that the entanglement rate scales like the area of the boundary of a bipartition.
In contrast, it is clear that for general quasi-local Hamiltonians, only the logarithmic
dependence of Theorem 3 is strong enough to make the summation over r in expression
(133) converge.
4.2 Exact Quasi-Adiabatic Continuation
In this subsection we discuss the formalism of quasi-adiabatic continuation1, first intro-
duced by Hastings and Wen in [36, 33] and further developed and used by Hastings and
collaborators [29, 32, 11] as well as other authors [55, 7]. The aim of this subsection
is to present the results that where obtained in the literature and that are needed in
the rest of this paper. Since these results are scattered throughout the literature and
the conventions and notations of different authors vary, we present a self contained
introduction to the subject of quasi-adiabatic continuation in Appendix 5.
The problem we consider is as follows. We have a quantum spin system defined on
a lattice. Consider a path of Hamiltonians Hpsq smoothly depending on a parameter
s P r0, 1s such that there is a uniform lower bound for the gap ∆ above the ground state
energy of these Hamiltonians. We call such an interpolation a quasi-adiabatic path.
The rigorous definition is as follows.
1The term quasi-adiabatic is somewhat of a misnomer since we work with exact filter functions. The
original authors [36, 33] worked with approximate Gaussian filter functions. Some authors [7] prefer
the terminology spectral flow.
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Definition 6. Consider a quantum spin system defined on a lattice L and let Φs
be LR-local and gapped potentials for all s P r0, 1s. We call Φs a quasi-adiabatic
path between Φ0 and Φ1 if the following conditions are satisfied. The potentials Φs are
differentiable with respect to s. More specific, we require that BsΦspVq Ă AV for all finite
V Ă L and that there exists a constant CN such that for all s, }BsΦspVq} ď CN}ΦspVq}.
Moreover, we demand that the LR-locality is uniform in the sense that there exists a
super-polynomial decay function K that dominates the decay functions of all Φpsq, BsΦs.
We denote by ∆ ą 0 a uniform lower bound on the gap of the interactions Φpsq.
We immediately limit ourselves to translationally invariant systems although all calcu-
lations can be done similarly for spatially varying interactions. Let us note that the
formalism applies to every eigenstate whose corresponding eigenvalue is separated from
the rest of the spectrum by a gap, or even every subspace of eigenstates whose eigen-
values are separated from the rest of the spectrum. We restrict our discussion here to
gapped unique ground states only. Moreover, although we only apply the formalism
to Hamiltonians on finite lattices, the formalism of quasi-adiabatic continuation can be
rigorously used in the thermodynamic limit [7].
Definition 6 induces an equivalence relation on the gapped, LR-local potentials. Indeed,
it is clear that this relation is transitive. Let Φs be a path connecting Φ0,Φ1 and Φ˜s a
path connecting Φ1,Φ2. Then,
Ψpsq “
#
Φp2sq if 0 ď t ď 1{2
Φ˜p2s´ 1q if 1{2 ď t ď 1 (134)
is a quasi-adiabatic path connecting Φ0 and Φ2.
Let us now fix a finite V Ă L and denote the Hamiltonians induced by the potentials
Φpsq simply by Hpsq and their unique and gapped ground states by |ψ0psqy. The results
we obtain are independent of the finite subset V . The evolution of the ground states
|ψ0psqy can, under general conditions [5], be expressed exactly as |ψ0psqy “ Upsq |ψ0p0qy.
The unitaries Upsq are the solutions of a differential equation with generator Kpsq,
dUpsq
ds
“ iKpsqUpsq. (135)
We are interested in the structure of the generator Kpsq of these unitaries. Hastings has
shown that these generators are quasi-local Hamiltonians [36, 33]. This last statement
is highly non-trivial and very powerful.
To construct the operator Kpsq, we need a so-called filter function F ptq which is an
odd function that decays rapidly in time (faster than any polynomial) and such that
its Fourier transform satisfies Fˆ pωq “ ´1{ω for |ω| ě ∆. That such a function exists
is not trivial, but can be proven [26, 62, 39, 21]. We give an argument in Lemma 6 in
Appendix 5.
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We now use such a filter function to construct the quasi-adiabatic continuation operator.
Notice that we immediately drop the dependence of K on the filter function F in the
notation. The generator of the quasi-adiabatic evolution is given by
Kpsq “ ´i
ż
R
F p∆tqeiHst pBsHsq e´iHstdt. (136)
Using perturbation theory we can show that, indeed,
iKpsq |ψ0psqy “ Bs |ψ0psqy (137)
which justifies the definition of Kpsq. Furthermore, the generator Kpsq is a quasi local
Hamiltonian. More precisely, Kpsq can be written as a sum of quasi local terms that
decay super polynomially in r,
Kpsq “
ÿ
vPV
ÿ
rě0
kvprq, suppphvprqq Ă Brpvq, }hvprq} ď fprq (138)
with limrÑ8 fprqP prq “ 0 for every polynomial P prq. For a proof of this statement we
refer to Proposition 6 in Appendix 5.
4.3 The Stability of the Area Law of the Entanglement En-
tropy
The equivalence relation induced by Definition 6 on the set of gapped, bounded, LR-
local interactions also defines an equivalence relation on the set of ground states of these
Hamiltonians. We refer to the equivalence classes as gapped quantum phases. We now
prove that the entanglement entropy relative to a fixed bipartition of a quantum spin
system is the same for all states in a given quantum phase, up to a term that scales like
the boundary area of the bipartition. Hence, we prove that an area law for one specific
ground state automatically carries over to all other ground states that are in the same
quantum phase.
Definition 7. Let L be a lattice and Φs a quasi-adiabatic path. Take a finite V Ă L
and denote the Hamiltonians induced by the potentials Φs on AV simply by Hpsq. Then
the unique ground states |ψp0qy , |ψp1qy of Hp0q and Hp1q respectively are in the same
gapped quantum phase.
Clearly, the property that the ground states of Hp0q, Hp1q P AV are in the same phase
is independent of the set V . Hence, we the above definition can also be applied to the
sets of ground states t|ψp0qVyu, t|ψp1qVyu for all finite V Ă L.
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To apply the formalism of quasi-adiabatic continuation, we need that the Hamiltonians
Hpsq are LR-local. Indeed, this is a crucial requirement to prove that the generator of
the quasi-adiabatic evolution is quasi-local.
Let us now define what it means for a quantum spin system to satisfy an area law for
the von Neumann entropy.
Definition 8. Let Φ be a gapped, translation invariant potential on Zν that generates
Hamiltonians HL on L “ ZνL for all L. We say that this quantum spin system satisfies
an area law if the following holds. Let SpBq be the entanglement entropy of the unique
ground state of HL relative to a bipartition B1,B2 of L, then
SpBq ď CApBq (139)
with C a constant independent of L and the bipartition and ApBq the area of the
boundary between B1,B2.
The non-trivial part of this definition is the statement that C is independent of L.
Indeed, for a fixed L we can always take C “ logpdimpHLqq. Hence, both the definition
of a gapped quantum phase and the area law property are best formulated for sequences
of states defined on lattices of increasing size. The formulation in terms of a potential of
Definitions 7 and 8 allows us to look at the sequence of ground states of the Hamiltonians
HL generated by this potential.
A similar definition holds for ground state subspaces with a finite degeneracy q. More-
over, we are not restricted to lattices L “ ZνL or translation invariant Hamiltonians, but
we should be able to define the system on lattices of increasing size, hence some spatial
homogeneity seems necessary.
If we can bound the rate at which entanglement is generated along a quasi-adiabatic
path, we can prove an upper bound on the total change of entanglement along the
entire path. Recall that mpvq “ dpv, BB1q for v P B2, mpvq “ dpv, BB2q for v P B1 and
Mprq “ tv P L |mpvq ď ru. Moreover, we have that Mprq ď 2Ap2rqν for Zν equipped
with d.
Theorem 7. Consider the lattice Zν equipped with the metric d and let each site support
a Hilbert space of dimension d. Let Φs be a quasi-adiabatic path on the quantum spin
system. Consider the finite lattice L “ ZνL and denote the Hamiltonians induced by the
potentials Φpsq simply by Hpsq. Denote by |ψp0qy , |ψp1qy P HL the unique ground states
of Hp0q and Hp1q respectively. Let B1,B2 be a fixed bipartition of the lattice. Denote
the size of the area of the boundary between B1 and B2 by A. Then, the entanglement
entropy of |ψp0qy and |ψp1qy differ at most by a constant times the area of the boundary
between B1,B2. Therefore, if |ψp0qy satisfies an area law, so does |ψp1qy and vice versa.
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Proof. We are interested in the entanglement entropy of the ground states |ψpsqy of
Hpsq and more precisely in the rate of change of this quantity as s changes. We can
bound the entanglement rate along s the same way we did in subsection 4.1,ˇˇˇˇ
dSB1psq
ds
ˇˇˇˇ
“ |Tr pKpsqr|ψpsqy xψpsq| , log ρB1 b 1B2sq| (140)
ď
ÿ
rPN
ÿ
vPL:mpvqďr
|Tr pkv,rpsqr|ψpsqqy xψpsq| , log ρB1 b 1B2sq| (141)
ď
ÿ
rPN
Mprq log `dp2rqν˘ }krpsq} (142)
ď cA2ν`1 log d
ÿ
rPN
r2ν}krpsq}. (143)
Since }krpsq} decays superpolynomially, it is clear that this last sum is bounded by a
constant. Hence we find that the rate of change is bounded by a constant C times the
area A of the boundary between B1,B2,ˇˇˇˇ
dSB1psq
ds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď CA. (144)
Now consider two Hamiltonians Hp0q, Hp1q which are in the same quantum phase. By
definition 7, there exists a quasi-adiabatic path connecting them. We can bound the
entanglement rate along this path and upon integration of (144) we find that
∆SB1 “ SB1p1q ´ SB1p0q ď CA (145)
for a constant C independent of the system size L or boundary area A. Hence, we have
shown that all ground states within the same gapped quantum phase have the same
area law behaviour. Either they all satisfy the area law for the entanglement entropy
or they all violate it.
The proof can be generalized to quantum spin systems defined on different lattices that
satisfy the condition in Remark 1, which implies that Mprq is bounded by a polynomial
in r.
4.4 Degenerate Ground States
The stability of the area law readily generalizes to the case of a finitely degenerate
ground state subspace. The formalism of quasi-adiabatic continuation still applies to
these systems. Let us take two Hamiltonians Hp0q, Hp1q that are in the same phase.
Necessarily, the ground state degeneracy of Hp0q and Hp1q is the same. Let us assume
that there is a basis of the ground state subspace of Hp0q such that all basis vectors
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satisfy an area law. Under quasi adiabatic evolution, this basis is mapped to a basis
of the ground state subspace of Hp1q. By Theorem 7, these basis states all satisfy the
area law.
Moreover, given a basis of the ground state subspace of a Hamiltonian such that all
basis vectors satisfy the area law, we can bound the entanglement of a general state
in the ground state subspace. Indeed, a finite superposition of states that satisfies the
area law, still satisfies the area law itself [50]. Given a two orthogonal ground states
|ψ1y , |ψ2y, we find that
Spα |ψ1y ` β |ψ2yq ď 2
`|α|2Sp|ψ1yq ` |β|2Sp|ψ2yq ` hp|α|2, |β2|q˘ (146)
For a general basis or for larger superpositions, the entanglement can still be bounded
and the area laws continue to hold. However, the expression for the increase of the
prefactors is more complicated [50] than equation (146).
For a degeneracy that grows with the system size, the existence of linearly independent
ground states of H0 that satisfy the area law still implies the existence of an equal
number of linearly independent ground states of H1 with the same property. However,
one can draw no conclusions about the entanglement of a general ground state in the
huge ground state subspace of such a Hamiltonian.
4.5 Fermionic Lattice Systems
We can extend Theorem 7 to systems consisting of fermions living on a lattice and with
the fermionic Hamiltonian Hf local in the sense of fermionic modes. An example of
such a fermionic Hamiltonian is given by the famous Fermi-Hubbard model,
HFH “ ´t
ÿ
xijyσ
c:iσcjσ ` U
ÿ
i
niÒniÓ ´ µ
ÿ
i
ni. (147)
The modes correspond to the lattice points where the fermions live and possibly extra
labels such as the spin of the fermions. For simplicity we only consider the lattice
labels and ignore these extra degrees of freedom. Fix an ordering of the fermions and
apply the Jordan-Wigner transformation [56]. This transformation turns the fermionic
Hamiltonian into a spin Hamiltonian of the following form,
HJW “
ÿ
vPL
hv b ZGv . (148)
Here, hv is a local interaction term centred around site v and ZGv is a non local string
of pauli Z operators working on a certain region Gv. This region depends on the chosen
ordering.
We first note the following simple fact.
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Proposition 5. The maximal entanglement rate of a Hamiltonian H relative to a
bipartition B1,B2 does not change under unitary transformations of the form U “ UB1b
UB2,
ΓpHq “ ΓpUHU :q. (149)
Proof. It is straightforward to check the following relation for every state |ψy,
ΓpH,ψq “ ΓpUHU :, Uψq. (150)
Indeed, due to the factorised form of U all unitaries in equation (26) cancel. This
implies that the entanglement rate Γ, which is a maximum over all possible states |ψy
is equal for both Hamiltonians.
Several possible ways to quantify the entanglement of a fermionic system have been
studied in the literature [6]. Here we define the entanglement rate of Hf as that of
HJW . It now suffices to bound the entanglement rate of a term hv b ZGv similarly as
we bounded hv.
We write ZGv “ ZB1Gv b ZB2Gv with both operators supported strictly on one side of
the bipartition. Since ZB1Gv has a spectrum containing an equal number of ˘1, there
exists a unitary operator UB1 such that
UB1Z
B1
Gv
U :B1 “ Zv˚ b 1Gvztv˚u. (151)
Here, v˚ P Gv is a vertex site neighbouring the support of hv. A similar unitary UB1
can be found for ZB1Gi . Both these unitaries map the entire string of Z operators to a Z
on a single site. We now use Proposition 5 to obtain that
Γphi b ZGiq “ Γ
´
UB1 b UB2phi b ZGiqU :B1 b U :B2
¯
“ Γ
´
Zi˚L b hi b Zi˚R
¯
ď c}hi} logpD ` 2q.
(152)
Corollary 1. The entanglement rate of a fermionic Hamiltonian Hf that is local in
the sense of modes, obeys an area law.
Proof. The result follows from the previous discussion and the results on spin lattices
and local spin Hamiltonians given in Proposition 4.
4.6 The Area Law under Adiabatic Growing
In the previous subsections we have given a rigorous proof of the stability of the area
law in a gapped quantum phase. One of the main motivations of the authors to obtain
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the stability of the area law was to find a new method to prove the area law itself. This
subsection is of a more speculative character and we do not claim that all our arguments
can be made rigorous.
First we give some intuition as to why the stability of the area law can be used to infer
properties about the validity of the area law. We give some conditions under which this
intuition can be turned into a rigorous proof. Second, we discuss some related work by
other authors and some directions to improve on these results.
Consider a two dimensional square lattice L Ă Z2 of arbitrary, but finite, size L ˆ L.
In this subsection we do not assume periodic boundary conditions. Each vertex v has
a local Hilbert space of dimension d. We consider a uniformly bounded, local potential
Φ on Z2 on this lattice such that the Hamiltonians HL have a gap and a unique ground
state. We are interested in the entanglement entropy of the reduced density matrix of
the ground state of a square region V of size `ˆ `, with 1 ! ` ! L. Consider the ground
state of the Hamiltonian HV on this `ˆ ` subset V and think of it as consisting of the
ground state |ψAy on the ` ˆ ` lattice and a product state of all |0y on all other sites.
Now consider the same model, but on a slightly bigger subset W :“ V Y tvu. Here
v P LzV is just a single lattice site neighbouring V . We denote the ground state of HW
by |ψWy.
Intuitively, it should be possible to go from |ψVyb|0yw to |ψWy by acting with a unitary
that acts only on the state |0y of the extra added site v and the sites close to it, within
a ball of radius ξ, the correlation length. This formalises the idea that both ground
states should be in the same gapped quantum phase once the system is big enough. We
keep repeating this procedure until we end up with the ground state of the model on a
lattice of size Lˆ L. This procedure is illustrated in figure 1.
We can now look at the entanglement of this state, relative to a bipartition of the
system into the subset V and the rest. Since we started with a product state between
both systems, we started without entanglement. Every step involved a unitary which
created an amount of entanglement „ ξ2 log d. After going from the `ˆ ` subsystem to
an p`` ξqˆ p`` ξq subsystem, we applied „ 4`ξ of these unitaries. Hence the state now
has no more entanglement than a constant times `, it has an area law. We can now
grow the system until we obtain the ground state on the entire lattice. The unitaries we
now apply do not act on the subset A, hence they create no additional entanglement.
See again figure 1 for an illustration of this argument. We conclude that the ground
state of our model obeys the area law,
SpρAq ď Cξ3 log d`.
There are three obstacles that need to be overcome to turn this argument into a proof.
First, the unitaries that are used to grow the ground state can never be expected to
act strictly on a number of sites „ ξ2. In general they are generated by a quasi-local
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Figure 1: We are interested in the entropy of region A. The red dots are in the ground
state, the black dots are ancillas in a product state. In figure a we act with two unitaries,
blue coloured, to create the ground state on region A and qubits 1,2. After acting with
a number of these unitaries proportional to the boundary we are in the situation of
figure b. Adding more qubits does not change the entropy of region A since the unitary
needed to create the ground state on the extra qubit 3 only acts within the complement
of A.
Hamiltonian which is more or less supported around these sites. This situation is of
course exactly the kind of problem that Theorem 3 was designed to solve.
There are two more serious issues that we cannot solve without extra assumptions. First,
we ignored the fact that typically Hamiltonians have edge modes. A model that has a
unique ground state on a closed lattice, like a sphere, or in the thermodynamic limit, can
have a degenerate ground state subspace on a lattice with open boundary conditions.
It will have a, possibly exponentially large, degenerate ground state subspace, with
exponentially small splitting, separated from the rest of the spectrum by a gap ∆. This
problem can be dealt with if we can make the ground state unique by introducing some
local boundary Hamiltonian. It is known that this is possible for several interesting
models like the toric code or more general string net models [46, 41, 49], but there are
certainly counterexamples like the fractional quantum Hall effect [40, 67].
The last problem concerns the existence of a quasi-local unitary that maps the ground
state of a model on ` ˆ ` sites to the ground state on a slightly bigger lattice. This
assumption expresses the fact that if ` is large enough and the model has a well defined
thermodynamic limit, adding a single particle shouldn’t change anything concerning the
phase of the ground state. Hence, there should be a gapped adiabatic path between both
states, which ensures the existence of such a unitary. Unfortunately, counterexamples
to this condition exist, for instance Haah’s cubic code does not satisfy this requirement,
although it obeys the area law [27].
If both conditions hold, a proof for the area law follows immediately from the following
corollary.
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Corollary 2. Consider the lattice Zν with the metric d and let every site support
a Hilbert space of dimension d. Let t|ψVy | V Ă Zνu be a collection of states, with
|ψVy P HV for every finite V Ă Zν. Take such a finite set V and let v P ZνzV be a
site not in V. Suppose that for all such V , v the state |ψVYtvuy can be obtained from
|ψVy b |0y by evolving with a quasi-local Hamiltonian centred around v for finite time
T . Moreover, we require an uniform upper bounds T on the time and the existence of
a super-polynomial decay function K that can be used for all Hamiltonians. Then, this
collection of states satisfies an area law in the sense that there is C independent of V
such that for every bipartition B1,B2 of V,
SpTrB1p|ψVy xψV |qq ď CA
with A the size of the boundary between B1 and B2.
Proof. Take a finite V and a bipartition B1,B2. Consider the state |ψB1y. We then go
to the state |ψVy by adding more and more ancilla sites and evolving with quasi-local
Hamiltonians. We can sum all the contributions to the entanglement when we evolve
|ψB1yb|0y|B2| to |ψVy with these Hamiltonians. This gives us expressions very similar to
the one used in the proof of Theorem 7. These expressions can be bounded analogously
as inequalities (140)-(143) and the claim follows. Moreover, it is clear that there exists
a constant C that only depends on the uniform quantities T,K.
Remark 3. Corollary 2 can be used in the following situation. Consider again the
lattice Zν and suppose we have a potential Φ such that the Hamiltonians HL on r0, Lsν
have edge modes, such that the degeneracy of the ground state subspace potentially
depends on L. If we can obtain a ground state of HL from a ground state on a smaller
lattice by evolving with a quasi-local Hamiltonian centred around the boundary, we
can still prove that this collection of ground states satisfies the area law in the sense of
Corollary 2.
One way to obtain such a collection is by using boundary terms. Fix an R ą 0, we
call an operator B a boundary term if it acts only on sites v P L whose distance to
the boundary between V and ZνzV is smaller than R. Now suppose that for all finite
subsets V Ă Zν ,
(a) There exists local boundary terms B that can be added to HV such that the
Hamiltonian H˜V “ HV `B is gapped and has a unique ground state.
(b) One can go from the ground state of H˜V to that of H˜VYv by evolving with a
quasi-local Hamiltonian centred around v. Here v P ZνzL is a site neighbouring
V .
Then the collection of unique ground states of H˜r0,Lsν for all L satisfies the area law by
Corollary 2.
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Similarly as Theorem 7, we can generalize this corollary to different lattices. By now,
it is clear which conditions we need to obtain the result.
Remark 4. We would like to comment on a subtle point. Since the procedure we
described above consists of the application of several quasi-local unitaries, one could
naively think that the state we start with and the state we end up with are in the same
phase. However, this is not necessarily true, since the length of the adiabatic path we
need scales with the system size, in contrast to Definition 7. Indeed it is well known
that non trivial topologically ordered models such as the toric code and other string net
models can be obtained by a very similar procedure as the one we described [18, 44].
We only assume that the ground states on lattices of size N or N ` 1 are in the same
phase and this does not necessarily imply that ground states on N and N2 sites are in
the same phase.
Independently, very similar ideas were reported and further elaborated on by other
authors. For completeness and to illustrate the general idea of turning the stability
of the area law in a proof of the area law itself, we summarize the work of these
authors.
In [16] an area law was proven for systems obeying the following two conditions. First,
there exists a sequence of Hamiltonians
tH1, H2, . . . , HNu
acting on N qubits, such that the next Hamiltonian is constructed from its predecessor
by adding a term only at the boundary close to the added point. Furthermore all Hamil-
tonians have a gap at least ∆. This requirement takes care of the problem concerning
edge modes that was mentioned before.
Second, it is assumed that the ground states |ψk0y , |ψk`10 y of two consecutive Hamilto-
nians have a finite, non zero overlap. Using this condition the author can prove the
existence of a gapped Hamiltonian path between consecutive Hamiltonians. Hence the
formalism of quasi-adiabatic continuation assures the existence of a quasi-local unitary
that maps one ground state to its successor. This takes care of the second problem
we mentioned. Important, it gives a clear condition under which such a path can be
rigorously proven.
Under these conditions, the following result can be proven with the SIE theorem, since
the entropy created by such quasi-local unitaries can be bounded.
Theorem 8. [16] Consider a D-dimensional spin system satisfying the above condi-
tions. The entanglement entropy of a ball of radius R0 is bounded by
Spρballq ď cD´1RD´10 ` cD´2RD´20 ` . . .` c1R0 ` c0. (153)
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The constants ci are system dependent constants.
Recently, related ideas were also reported in [61]. Inspired by renormalization group
ideas, the authors proposed the following definition which is conjectured to capture
physically relevant gapped quantum phases.
Definition 9. [61] A D dimensional s source RG fixed point is a system whose ground
state on p2LqD sites can be constructed from s copies of the ground state on LD sites
plus some unentangled degrees of freedom by acting with a quasi-local unitary on these
spins.
This definition can be modified to include the use of models on LD sites, different than
the original model, in the construction of the model on p2LqD sites. This is for instance
the case in Haah’s cubic code [28]. The entropy generated by the quasi-local unitaries
can be bounded by the SIE theorem. If s is not too big, s ă 2D´1, repeating this
procedure gives an area law. The calculation of the scaling of the entanglement entropy
of such systems is similar to the one for branching MERA [23]. In this calculation, only
strictly local unitaries are considered. Hence, the main difference here is the presence
of quasi-local unitaries. This additional issue is solved by the SIE theorem.
Remark 5. A very similar definition was given in [68]. The authors called the systems
they studied gapped quantum liquids. They corresponds intuitively to the s “ 1 source
RG fixed points. In [61] these systems were called topological quantum liquids. For all
these systems, the growing procedure and the SIE theorem imply the validity of the
area law.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we addressed two main subjects. First, we discussed the entanglement
that can be created by a local Hamiltonian in a quantum spin system. We gave a
comprehensive overview of the motivation and previous work. The original contribution
is this paper is the solution of the dynamical part of this question. We proved a sharp
upper bound on the maximal instantaneous rate at which a local Hamiltonian can create
entanglement in a spin system even in the presence of arbitrary ancillas.
Second, the upper bound on the entanglement rate allowed us to prove the stability
of the area law for the entanglement entropy in gapped quantum phases. An area
law for a ground state of a local gapped Hamiltonian automatically carries over to all
systems to which it is connected via a gapped path of Hamiltonians. The formalism of
quasi-adiabatic continuation provides the existence of quasi-local Hamiltonians which
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governs the evolution of a ground state to the ones connected with it by such a gapped
path of Hamiltonians. The entanglement created by this evolution can be controlled
and shown to be proportional to the area of boundary of the bipartition and not to
the volume of the constituents of the bipartition. This result carries over to systems
with a finitely degenerate ground state subspace and fermionic lattice systems. We also
discussed how under certain assumptions a similar argument can be used to prove the
area law itself.
Several open questions remain. First, it would be interesting to see if a similar bound
can be obtained for the mutual information. Given a local Lindblad generator, can we
prove a non trivial upper bound on the speed at which the mutual information can
change?
Another open problem concerns the area law itself. As we discussed, several authors
have already shown that under certain restriction our results can be used to prove the
area law. A natural question is how far these results can be generalised. Moreover, due
to the stability result it suffices to show the area law for a single system in every phase.
For a very large class of physical systems, we conjecture that there is a commuting,
frustration free Hamiltonian in the same phase, this system corresponds to the renor-
malization fixed point. Such a system trivially fulfils the area law. Alternatively, one
could show that certain phases have at least one representative ground state that can
be written as a PEPS [65]. Such a state satisfies the area law by construction.
Third, a natural generalization of this work concerns the Renyi entropies. It would be
interesting to understand the different behaviour of the entanglement rate as measured
by these entropies or by the von Neumann entropy.
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Appendix A
For convenience of the reader who is not familiar with the subject of quasi-adiabatic
continuation, we give a self contained introduction in this appendix. The original papers
where the formalism was presented and further developed are among others [36, 33, 29,
32, 11]. Good overviews are also given in [30, 55, 7], on which the material in this
appendix is based. The aim of this Appendix is to give a short introduction, that
presents all the necessary definitions and results, which are scattered throughout the
literature.
We again consider the situation discussed before and in Definition 6. For notational
convenience we restrict ourselves to strictly local, translation invariant Hamiltonians
Hpsq. We can modify Definition 6 to obtain the following definition that applies to
these restricted interactions. We emphasise that the restriction in Definition 10 is only
used for notational convenience and that all relevant results are also valid for the quasi-
adiabatic paths defined in Definition 6.
Definition 10. Consider a quantum spin system defined on a lattice L and let Φs be
local, bounded and gapped potentials for all s P r0, 1s. We call Φs a quasi-adiabatic
path between Φ0 and Φ1 if the following conditions are satisfied. The potentials Φs are
differentiable with respect to s. More specific, we require that BsΦspVq Ă AV for all
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finite V Ă L. Moreover, we require the existence of constant R,CN ,
ΦspVq, BsΦspVq “ 0 if diampVq ą R (154)
sup
s
sup
V
t}ΦspVq}, }BsΦpVq}u ď CN . (155)
We denote by ∆ ą 0 a uniform lower bound on the gap of the interactions Φpsq.
Let us now fix a finite V Ă L and denote the Hamiltonians induced by the potentials
Φpsq simply by Hpsq and their unique and gapped ground states by |ψ0psqy. The
results we obtain are independent of the finite subset V . We mentioned in subsection
4.2 of the main text that evolution of the ground state |ψ0psqy can be expressed as
|ψ0psqy “ Upsq |ψ0p0qy and the unitaries Upsq are the solutions of a differential equation
with generator Kpsq,
dUpsq
ds
“ iKpsqUpsq. (156)
Our main goal is to show that the generators Kpsq are quasi-local Hamiltonians. We
first show the existence of the filter functions that we used in section 4.2. We start with
the following result from Fourier analysis.
Lemma 6. Let ∆ ą 0. There exists an odd function F such that F ptq decays super-
polynomially in time and such that Fˆ pωq “ ´1{ω for |ω| ě ∆. Here Fˆ is the Fourier
transform of the function F .
Proof. We follow the argument given in [30, 31]. An explicit example of such a function
was given in [7]. From now on, we assume that ∆ “ 1. We start with a function g
such that its Fourier transform gˆ has compact support r´1, 1s, gˆp0q “ 1 and g itself
vanishes rapidly. It is a well-known result in Fourier theory that such functions exist,
several different arguments are used in the literature [39, 21, 62, 26]. In [39], functions
are constructed such that g decays faster than expp´|t|p|t|qq for large t. Here,  can be
any monotonically decreasing positive function withż 8
1
pyq
y
dy ď 8. (157)
Take such a g even. We can now define fptq “ δptq´gptq, which is also an even function.
Moreover, fˆp0q “ 0 and fˆpωq “ 1 for |ω| ě 1. Finally, we can build the desired function
by a convolution with the sign function,
F ptq “ i
2
ż
R
dufpuqsignpt´ uq. (158)
Since |F ptq| ď
ˇˇˇş8
|t| fpuqdu
ˇˇˇ
, the super-polynomial decay of f implies a similar large t
behaviour of F . Furthermore, we have that
Fˆ pωq “ i
2
ż
R
dt exppiωtq
ż
R
dufpuqsignpt´ uq. (159)
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This last expression can be integrated by parts in t to yield
Fˆ pωq “ boundary terms´ 1
ω
1
2
ż
R
d
ˆż
R
dufpuqsignpt´ uq
˙
eiωt (160)
“ ´ 1
ω
ż
R
dufpuqδpt´ uq exppiωtq (161)
“ ´ 1
ω
fˆpωq (162)
as the boundary terms cancel.
We now use such functions to define the quasi-adiabatic continuation operator. Notice
that we immediately drop the dependence of K on F .
Definition 11. The generator of the quasi-adiabatic evolution is defined as
Kpsq “ ´i
ż
R
F p∆tqeiHst pBsHsq e´iHstdt. (163)
To show that this is a good definition we proceed with the following calculation. We
have that
iKpsq |ψ0psqy “
ż
R
F p∆tqeiHstBsHse´iHst |ψ0psqy dt (164)
“ p1´ P0psqq
ż
R
F p∆tqeiHstBsHse´iHst |ψ0psqy dt (165)
“
ÿ
i‰0
|ψipsqy xψipsq, BsHsψ0psqy
ż
R
F p∆tqeipEipsq´E0psqqtdt (166)
“
ÿ
i‰0
1
E0psq ´ Eipsq |ψipsqy xψipsq, BsHsψ0psqy (167)
“ Bs |ψ0psqy . (168)
We now study the generator Kpsq. We decompose the local Hamiltonians Hpsq as
Hpsq “
ÿ
vPV
hjpsq. (169)
We now show that Kpsq is a quasi-local operator. To lighten the notation we write the
quasi-adiabatic evolution of every operator X as
FspXq :“ ´i
ż
R
F p∆tqeiHpsqtXe´iHpsqdt. (170)
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We also need a local approximation of the operator FspXq, only supported on a subset
ΛY supppXq,
FΛs pXq :“ ´i
ż
R
F p∆tqeiHΛpsqtXe´iHΛpsqdt. (171)
It is now clear that the ground state |ψ0psqy evolves according to the unitary dynamics
generated by the Hamiltonian
Kpsq “
ÿ
vPV
FspBshvq :“
ÿ
vPV
kvpsq, (172)
with kvpsq :“ FspBshvq. We now take an arbitrary origin and for convenience we drop
the index referring to the origin both for the interaction hpsq and for kpsq :“ FspBshq.
Given that we consider a translation invariant system, we can just focus on these terms
in the subsequent arguments.
Our goal is to show that kpsq is a quasi-local operator. By definition this means we can
decompose
kpsq “
8ÿ
r“0
krpsq (173)
such that krpsq has growing support but its norm decays superpolynomially in r. To
obtain such a decomposition we first define the sets
Λr “ tv | dp0, vq ď ru
ď
sPr0,1s
suppphpsqq. (174)
We will show that kpsq decomposes in local terms krpsq such that supppkrpsqq Ă Λr.
The main idea is to write kpsq as a telescoping sum of strictly local terms using the
approximate evolution defined in (171). We first define
k0psq “ FΛ0s pBshpsqq (175)
and
krpsq “ FΛrpBshpsqq ´ FΛr´1pBshpsqq, r ą 0. (176)
With this definition it is clear that supppkrpsqq “ Λr and kpsq “ ř8r“0 krpsq. Hence we
only need to show that the norm of these terms decays sufficiently rapid in r.
To show the decay of the operators krpsq, we use the Lieb-Robinson bounds [47, 35, 54]
of the original, physical Hamiltonians Hpsq, see Theorem 5. The calculations generalise
to quasi-local interactions h which satisfy a Lieb-Robinson bound, see Theorem 6.
We use the Lieb-Robinson bound to show a statement that is very similar is spirit. For
large r the evolution of a local operator A by HΛr or HΛr´1 is almost the same. This
is exactly what we need to bound the integrand of the terms (176). The argument is
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similar to existing ones in the literature [55, 9]. Indeed let A be an operator acting on
the ball centred at the origin with radius a. Then, we have that,
}τΛrt pAq ´ τΛr´1t pAq} “
››››ż t
0
ds
d
dt1
´
τ
Λr´1
t1
`
τΛrt´t1pAq
˘¯›››› (177)
“
››››ż t
0
dt1τΛr´1t1
`“
HΛr ´HΛr´1 , τΛrt´t1pAq
‰˘›››› (178)
ď
ż |t|
0
dt1
››“HΛr ´HΛr´1 , τΛrt1 pAq‰›› (179)
ď 2}A}}HΛr ´HΛr´1}|supppAq|
ż |t|
0
dt1e2s|t
1|´µpr´aq (180)
ď }A}P prq|supppAq|1
s
e´µpr´aq`2s|t| (181)
:“ CLBP prq}A}| supppAq|e´µpr´aq`2s|t| (182)
Here CLB is a constant and P prq is a polynomial which is depend on the number of
lattice points that are contained in the set ΛrzΛr´1.
We can now use the last estimate to show the quasi-locality of the operator kpsq.
Proposition 6. The generator Kpsq of the quasi adiabatic evolution can be written as
a sum of quasi-local terms.
Proof. After the previous discussion it suffices to show that the norm of the operators
krpsq defined in (176) decays quickly in r. We have that
}krpsq} “
››››ż
R
dtF p∆tq
´
τΛrt pBshpsqq ´ τΛr´1t pBshpsqq
¯›››› (183)
ď 2
ż 8
0
dt|F p∆tq|
›››τΛrt pBshpsqq ´ τΛr´1t pBshpsqq››› (184)
ď 2CNCSCLBP prq
ż cr
0
dt|F p∆tq|e´µpr´CS{2q`2s|t| ` 4
ż 8
cr
dt|F p∆tq|}Bshpsq}
(185)
ď C˜P prq}F }sup 1
s
e´rpµ´2scq ` 4CN
ż 8
cr
dt|F p∆tq|. (186)
This last expression clearly vanishes superpolynomially in r. Indeed, for the right choice
of the constant c, say c ď µ{p2sq the first term decays exponentially. For a superpolyno-
mially decaying filter function F , the last term also decays superpolynomially, although
this decay typically only starts for quiet large values of r. Notice that this result implies
a Lieb-Robinson bound for the interaction Kpsq similar to Theorem 6.
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This result remains valid if we start with quasi-local Hamiltonians Hpsq as long as
the decay function f of Hpsq is super-polynomially, f˜pRq “ řrąR fprq decays super-
polynomially and the volume of balls of radius r only grows polynomially in r. Then,
the decay function of the generator Kpsq still decreases super-polynomially. Hence,
Proposition 6 remains valid for the situation described in Definition 6.
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